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 Virtual Reality is a computer-generated, mock environment that can allow 

people to interact with it in a seemingly real way by using certain types of 

specialized equipment. It is mainly used for training or educational purposes 

and allows for “real-life” training in a safe and monitored environment. 

Virtual training can be used in many different fields such as medical, 

military, biomedical research, aviation, and many others. However, this 

paper reviews the most cited publications related to the application of virtual 

reality for training in the United States Military. As a result, researchers can 

find research venues based on the challenges, risk, and infrastructures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Virtual Maintenance is the world of virtual reality that allows an individual to be trained for a 

certain task. These tasks could include training, repair, and service to help maintain certain equipment. The 

fields of training that Virtual Maintenance intersects include aviation, combat, industrial, medical, gaming, 

and a wide range of other opportunities. Companies often embrace this kind of training because it can save 

the company money and can also help prepare their employees for a job in a safe environment. In this paper, 

the fields of Virtual Maintenance that will be covered include aviation (including military training), military 

(combat and training), and civil (medical and gaming). 

Virtual reality and maintenance can be found in many of our fields. In aviation it has multiple uses, 

from training of pilots all the way to the maintenance personnel who take care and build the aircraft. For 

example, simulators prepare pilots to learn how to fly and execute emergency procedures without even 

stepping foot inside an actual aircraft. At the same time, maintenance personnel can study and learn how 

systems function and how to perform maintenance task to reduce the risk of damage to parts and the aircraft. 

The United States military uses virtual reality and simulation to prepare soldiers for combat and to reduce the 

use of resources like ammunition and fuel. In the civilian world, virtual reality brings many uses to the 

market. Doctors and nurses can train on computers as opposed to training on cadavers and live subjects. 

Furthermore, they can train on the delivery of babies and on diagnose of common diseases and ailments that 

patients may have. Virtual reality in physics and engineering opens a whole new world to development of 

industry.  
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF LITERATURE  

The documents and sources of information pertaining to virtual maintenance listed in Table 1 are 

based on the categories split up for review. Table 1 is broken down into three categories, which are Civil 

Uses, Military Uses, and Aviation Uses.  

 

 

Table 1. Classification of Literature According to Topics of Virtual Maintenance 
Number  Topic References  

1. Civil Uses 1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 14, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 42, 43, 46, 47, 

49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 72, 74, 75, 
76, 77, 86, 87, 92, 93, 102, 107 

2. Military Uses 3, 7, 9, 13, 16, 17, 20, 24, 31, 34, 37, 38, 

39, 40, 45, 48, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 73, 81, 
82, 83, 84, 88, 89, 90, 95, 101, 103, 104, 

106 

3. Aviation Uses 2, 12, 15, 18, 19, 25, 41, 44, 62, 63, 64, 
65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 78, 79, 80, 85, 

91, 94, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 105, 108 

 

 

2. 1.   Civil Uses 

Virtual reality as noted above has many uses in today’s society and just in the past twenty years has 

made vast improvements. The first cases of virtual reality came to surface in the early 1950s, when a 

cinematographer named Morton H. Eilig created a system of fans, speakers, and displays to a moving chair 

called the Sensorama [33]. This gave the user a more surreal environment to watch television. Later on in the 

1960s, Philco designed the first Helmet Mounted Display (HMD), which was called the Headsight. The 

helmet had a screen attached to it that was attached to a camera system to give the user a sight outside of the 

helmet. The Headsight was the basis for what helicopter pilots used to fly in the dark and assist their vision 

while flying. As technology progressed more and more scientist like Ivan Sutherland developed additional 

HMD tethered to computers to give the user a more immersed experience.  

Since these early developments, virtual reality and their systems have improved and expanded to 

more fields other than just entertainment. Medical professionals use virtual reality to perform and practice on 

common and uncommon procedures. Engineers use virtual reality to design and create structures without 

having to waste precious time and resources. Students and employees use virtual reality for training and 

learning by creating an environment that cannot be created in a traditional classroom setting. 

Telecommunication is a field that is just starting to evolve into a more effective facilitator of human 

interaction. Being able to speak with someone or see someone on the other side of the world but feel like they 

are right beside you is what researchers strive for. Some people want to bring their favorite sport home with 

them or inside when weather is not always the best. Sports like golf have been brought inside to where the 

average person can play without having to step foot outside. In business, products can be designed and tested 

without having to fully produce the product. This can be exceptionally helpful to see if a product has harmful 

side effects on the world or population. Going to space can be real expensive, and demanding on a lot of 

people for a short trip. Space is an experience only few have felt and since scientist cannot constantly send 

people to space to prepare them for what they will see, scientist have to bring the feeling of space to the 

astronaut. Many machines and simulators can give an astronaut a close feeling to being in space without 

harming them or spending so much money. Finally the largest area virtual reality fills is entertainment. 

Entertainment technology today is more advanced. The average person can leave reality and experience 

many things they could only dream of. From flying a jet, playing instruments and sports, to even being on a 

vacation without leaving to go on a trip.  

 Healthcare in the world has become more and more technologically advanced in the last few years 

than it ever has before. With the aid of technology, medical professionals are constantly learning more and 

preparing to take care of patients every day. In school, students can learn to diagnose patients by using 

human simulators without the need of having a sick person in front of them. These methods can be used to 

test Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) on how they respond to accidents and scenes, where in this case 

a few seconds or minutes could be someone’s life. Babies are born every day. With the aid of technology, 

nursing schools have adopted simulators that can recreate the birthing process and teach people what to 

expect without having to be in a room putting more stress on the mother or harming the baby. Virtual reality 

can help doctors practice operating procedures on a computer without having a human serving as their first 

subject, which reduces the doctors’ stress by not having a person’s life in their hands. Post-Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD) and other patients dealing with mental disorders or illnesses can use virtual reality as 
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therapy to help patients reach a more healthy state. Virtual reality is a large help in the medical field for 

everyone, but it is not a direct replacement for cadavers and testing, yet it can be a great tool for everyone 

from the patient to the doctor.  

In the engineering world, technology and virtual reality are used in every step of the design process. 

From the first idea and concept all the way through the construction phase and testing phase. Using programs 

like Computer-aided design (CAD) and other 3D generating programs, engineers can create their ideas and 

concepts on a screen much faster than building mock versions or smaller scales of the design. In the 

computer, the engineers can look for faults in the design or flaws in the product’s aesthetic look. Once 

completed, it can then be tested on the computer using software like AutoCAD. AutoCAD can bring the 

object to life and make it function like it would in real life. Engineers can make it break, test its limits, find 

common faults and go back to the design process to fix them. Once satisfied the product can be built for 

further testing and finally sent to the public as a final product. Engineers use virtual reality in construction 

and buildings, the automobile industry, aviation, technology, and pretty much on most of the products we use 

today. The same concept can be applied to art and crafting. More and more people are designing logos, 

fashion, and art on a computer screen or tablet as opposed to paper and pencil. When designed on a 

computer, common mishaps of the elements or art getting damaged on transport can easily be avoided. Once 

finished, their final piece can be ported and sent out with a few clicks of a button and seen by many people 

across the world.  

Education systems across the world vary depending on where the student studies. Computers have 

been incorporated in more public and private schools for younger ages to increase their available methods of 

learning. Virtual reality in the classrooms bring even more interactive learning for children and young adults 

with tools like digital white boards connected to the computer as a display and a write on board. In colleges, 

students with technological based degrees spend most of their classes on a computer connected to other 

computers for lectures. Projects and assignments are all completed and turned in through technology. 

Businesses are incorporating the same ideas and processes into training their employees to work in their 

facilities. Computer based training for safety, processes, and to keep the employee up-to-date on the company 

is a common practice. It helps the employee retain more knowledge as opposed to the standard instructor 

lecturing to students in a plain classroom.  

In the world, sports is used as a large form of entertainment, fitness, and to just pass the time with 

friends or family. Virtual reality has advanced by incorporating sports into the technological world. For 

instance, golf can be played inside on a projector with an electronic club. The player can project a display on 

a wall and play golf whenever they feel like it. When Nintendo released its console the Nintendo Wii, their 

largest game seller was Wii Sports. The user can play multiple sports like tennis, baseball, golf, and bowling 

in the comfort of their own home. The Wii also released a game called Wii Fit, where the user could exercise 

and get in shape like they were in a gym.  

In science fiction books and movies, talking to someone else via a holographic image or through a 

monitor or screen was always a thought of the future. In today’s society this is partially possible with the use 

of applications like Skype and FaceTime by Apple, where two people can talk to each other through a camera 

and screen. To improve our ability to communicate with others in other parts of the globe, scientists are 

continuing to research methods that incorporate virtual reality into telecommunications. For example, a group 

of students from Osaka University in Japan created a machine that two users can use to teleconference each 

other and to shake a robotic hand [20]. When they shake the hand, it replicates the texture, strength, and 

warmth of the other user’s hand. It makes them feel as if they both were there. This makes it possible for 

people on other sides of the world able to meet and discuss business or just have a casual greeting with each 

other.  

With all these advancements in virtual reality, we have made large leaps in entertainment and fun 

activities. As with the advances in sports, giving people feelings and experiences they may never have or 

possibly could have is the goal for some scientist. As noted above, simulators for the public allow people to 

fly jets or other aircraft, ride roller coasters without being there, and even venture the world. For example, 

with 3D movies and IMAX films viewers feel like they are in the movie and a part of the film. Through these 

technologies, documentaries can make people feel like they are in whatever area they are watching, as if they 

are following the film crew. In the early 1990s, Nintendo created the Virtual Boy system, which was a set of 

goggles on a stand the user looked into and played games on. Unfortunately, the system was badly reviewed 

and was not easy to play. Even though it was not considered a good game system, it led to the research and 

development of new virtual reality games.  
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2.2.   Civil Aviation Uses   

Virtual Reality or virtual maintenance systems are computer-generated environments that can be 

interacted with and are used for training purposes or inspections. Virtual Reality is used in many different 

fields such as medical, military, research purposes, and the aviation industry. The Air Force is a branch of the 

military where virtual reality has been used greatly to help train pilots quickly and efficiently. Virtual reality 

is widely used by military and commercial airlines for aircraft inspection to ensure that everything is working 

properly and to make sure the aircraft is safe for flight. Virtual reality is used to train pilots in a realistic 

environment so they can experience different flight conditions, but within a safe environment [36]. Virtual 

reality simulation allows military personnel to experience dangerous situations and learn how to adapt to 

different scenarios, but without the risk of death or injury [36]. The Aviation Industry requires mandatory 

training throughout the career of everyone involved. Commercial airlines and the military have both been 

using virtual simulations for more than seventy years to train new pilots [36]. In order to keep up with the 

most recent methods and guidelines, training is a must. Virtual training has come a long way and continues to 

be an essential part in bringing much success to the aviation industry. 

There are several different uses of virtual reality in the aviation industry. The most noted use for 

virtual reality is training pilots and aircraft inspections. Aircraft inspections and maintenance are an essential 

part of safe and reliable transportation. Training has been identified as the primary intervention strategy in 

improving inspection performance. Aircraft maintenance is a factor that should be at the top of the list and 

the training for aircraft maintenance is never-ending. Virtual aircraft maintenance training has made it much 

easier for the trainees to grasp a strong hold of the concepts of aircraft maintenance. Visual inspection skills 

can be taught effectively using representative photographic images showing a wide range of conditions with 

immediate feedback on the trainee’s decision in a controlled environment. Inspection is regulated by the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), as is maintenance. There are organizations out there that solely 

develop virtual trainers to help ensure safety.  

Aerosim Technologies has developed virtual maintenance trainers for several different aircrafts. An 

example of one aircraft type is the Boeing 737NG.  The Virtual Maintenance Trainer™ is a simulation-based 

training device designed to optimize training time and improve the learning process for maintenance 

personnel. The Virtual Flight Deck (VFD) and the Virtual Aircraft (VA) are combined for training on 

component location, system logic/operation, troubleshooting, fault isolation procedures, and return-to-service 

tests. The Virtual Flight Deck (VFD) is a full simulation of your aircraft’s specific flight deck brought to life 

on a PC. With the VFD, maintenance technician trainees can scan, view and operate all panels, controls, 

indicators and displays within the flight deck. Virtual Aircraft (VA) enables technicians to perform external 

component location, walk around inspection and procedure based interaction. Users are able to perform 

practical exercises to include operational tests (systems and BITE), AMM & TSM/FIM tasks, MMEL 

maintenance procedures, and servicing. Active System Schematics are detailed diagrams of the aircraft 

systems. They show in real-time what is happening within the aircraft systems based on flight deck inputs. 

These Active System Schematics are tied directly into the simulation in progress. With the advancement of 

the aviation industry and all the abilities that the aircrafts are now able to perform, maintenance is one of the 

most important aspects in the industry. 

Once maintenance and inspections are performed on the aircraft, the next important aspect in the 

aviation industry is ensuring that all pilots are properly trained to handle the aircraft and different flight 

conditions they may face. Pilots have to meet special FAA requirements to obtain a commercial pilot 

certification. In order to obtain a commercial pilot certification in the US, there are several basic 

requirements. Once the basic requirements are met, future pilots will go through several areas of testing 

(FAA.Org). Simulation-based learning has been widely used in the aviation industry for many years 

(vrs.gov). Aircraft simulators or flight simulators try to replicate the experience of flying an aircraft. 

Simulators can be simple computer games or the exact replica of a cockpit on hydraulic actuators with highly 

advanced technology. Simulators are used by the Army, Navy, Air Force, and commercial airlines to train 

pilots. Flight simulators help pilots develop new skills in handling the aircraft under unusual conditions. 

There are many difference types of simulators that are widely used in the aviation industry. CAE is a global 

leader in providing comprehensive training solutions based on world-leading simulation technology and 

integrated training services. They are the industry’s first FAA-approved web-based Virtual Ground School 

for business aircraft pilot recurrent training. They offer e-Learning with more than 5,000 hours of online 

courses, including general operating subjects, basic aviation studies, aircraft type-specific, and maintenance 

training courses. CAE e-Learning programs are available anywhere anytime. There are many companies like 

CAE that help the everyday pilot keep up-to-date with the latest training methods online that greatly reduces 

costs.  

Air Force pilots go through rigorous training installments to be the best of the best at what they do. 

A key factor in the training for Air Force pilots is that of flight simulators. Pilots in the Air Force today are 

http://faa.org/
http://vrs.gov/
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now able to rely on virtual reality training methods to improve their skills. The Air Force uses virtual reality 

as part of their training systems. The most well-known use are flight simulators which are designed to teach 

flying skills but within a safe environment. Simulators are used to train military pilots for combat missions 

and aim to allow the pilots to feel a sense of immersion and to feel as if they are flying a real aircraft, but 

without the dangers of flying a real aircraft in a combat zone. Simulators are programmed to mimic the 

movements of a real aircraft and provide feedback to the pilot. Reality Media is a private company that 

specializes in the design, development, and production of state-of-the-art simulators, as well as training 

systems [100]. Virtual Reality Media’s Mi-171 full flight / full mission simulator provides all the equipment 

and software support necessary for ground and flight operations training [100]. The six degree of freedom 

(six DoF) motion platform, realistic control loading system (CLS) and vibrating seats create a realistic 

training experience [100]. 

Full-flight simulators are the most capable aviation training devices. Full-flight simulators replicate 

aircraft characteristics with a high level of fidelity and help the pilot trainee experience different conditions 

they may encounter during flight. Full-Flight simulators have both visual and motion capabilities and are 

incredibly accurate in allowing the pilot to experience exactly what flying the aircraft would be like. As 

shown in Figure 1, the flight training devices are different from full flight simulators in that they are not 

always motion capable, but are sophisticated enough to provide training for pilots.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Completed DC-9 Flight Simulator Cockpit 

 

 

Virtual reality is used to train military pilots to evacuate the aircraft in emergency situations. When 

forced to evacuate an aircraft mid-flight, it is difficult to think about what course of action should be taken to 

ensure survival. A device called the Virtual Reality Hanging Harness Trainer is used to give pilots the 

experience of emergency parachuting out of an aircraft. The simulator allows pilots to experience the feel of 

a 4000-foot jump while using a computer system to produce different scenarios, such as wind conditions, 

combat zones, and varying terrains. Parachute instructors will be able to simulate situations where a jump 

goes wrong, monitor a student's performance, and provide feedback using digital video recordings. “Whilst 

the trainer will not replace live descents for the trainee parachutists, the opportunity to repeatedly practice 

drills and react to emergency situations in a safe and, importantly, realistic virtual environment, is invaluable 

and will greatly enhance training delivery and ultimately safety (http://www.raf.mod.uk/news/archive).”  

No matter how skilled a pilot might be, training will always be never-ending. There are always new 

methods and advanced technology coming out to better assist in safety. Simulators are getting more and more 

advanced with the never-ending advances in technology. The world of virtual reality has made it much easier 

for the pilot to train in real-world climates with reduced risk. Virtual reality allows for pilots to remain well-

trained and up-to-date on new flight requirements. Most pilots will agree that flight simulation is the 

quickest, easiest, and most cost efficient route for learning to operate an aircraft. If it were not for virtual 

training, we would not. 

 

 

3.   CONCLUSION 

We expect end-to-end virtualization to become a normal part of future training environments. It is 

noteworthy that providing a virtualization training layer cannot guarantee the effective training for 

maintenance crew and pilots. The flexibility that makes virtual reality an effective tool should have been 
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considered in future development of infrastructures. Current literature related to virtual reality and virtual 

maintenance has focused largely on the implementation of virtualization and its applications. Therefore, 

further attention is due to the security risks, required technology for developing infrastructure to meet 

challenges in virtual maintenance training. 
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